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Picostation m2 default ip

step 1. Connected the Ubiquiti PicoM2 to a computer with a CAT5 Ethernet cable. Step 2. Open the Firefox or Chrome browser and type the default IP address 192.168.1.20 in the URL bar and make sure your computer is in the same IP address range, example 192.168.1.22 and you'll see a login web page as the image below. Step 3. Sign in with the default user name and password. User name = ubnt.
Password = ubnt and select your country and language and tick I agree to these Terms of Use and click the login button. Step 4. On the Wireless tab, follow the steps as follows. Videos from Miro Distribution YouTube Miro have the experience and proven experience of delivering powerful, flexible and scalable solutions to our customers' communication requirements. Miro pos... Since MiRO was founded in
South Africa in 2003, we have grown to be among southern Africa's leading distributors of wireless, network, VoIP and IP Video products. We believe that IP technology is the communication of the future and should be easily accessible to everyone. Our team of IP convergence professionals are here to take your business to the next level – we give you the opportunity to connect communities. Original Post
Curated by Liquid Layer Networks At Liquid Layer Web Hosting [LiquidLayer.net], we have made a shared web hosting platform that is both feature-rich and easy to use. Our programmers have built up a custom Linux cloud web hosting platform plus an innovative control panel that perfectly utilizes its features. After long hours of programming and bug fixing at our end, we can now guarantee that all of our
shared web hosting services are safe, virus-free, full of features and very easy to work with. In addition, they have 99.9% server time as well as 99.9% network uptime guarantees. liquidlayer.net LiquidLayer.net offers premium web hosting, SSD, Cloud Hosting, VPS &amp; dedicated server solutions with 24/7 support &amp; Mission Critical Uptime Powered by: HostCheetah Networks Global Web Hosting,
Domain Registration and Internet Services | PC Help | Est 1996 - Web hosting | UNITED STATES, AU, United Kingdom, Finland, Bulgaria | : Adjust antenna... Site survey... Discovery... Ping... Traceroute... Speed test... AirView... © Copyright 2006-2011 Ubiquiti Networks, Inc. Description| Specification| What's in the box |? Reviews| Datasheet Ubquitit PicoStation M2-HP combines speed (built on the latest
802.11n technology), high power output (up to 28 dBm) and an incredibly small size that makes it fit really anywhere! PicoStation M2-HP is one of the more versatile Ubiqiuti wireless devices with it as standard as an airMax device that allows ptp link and pTmP links and has the options become a UNIFI device and integrate into a UNIFI network. The package includes 15 V PoE power supply with cable (UK
or EURO 230V), 6 dBi allomnidirectional antenna, wall mounting holder and fastening strips to attach the device to the mast. In Bridge and WDS mode, the device supports transparent IPv6 transfers. Ubiquiti PicoStation can also be flashed with UniFi firmware to be a UniFi device outdoors click here for instructions Specifications: Comformity: FCC, CE Standard IP: 192.168.1.20 Default name: ubnt Default
password: ubnt DHCP: yes Dimension: 150 x 42 x 40 mm Encryption: WEP 64, WEP 128, WPA, WPA2, 802.1X Frequencies: 2412 - 2462 MHz Profit: external omni 6 dBi antenna chipset: Atheros IPv6 support: Transparent (Bridge mode) LAN port: 1x RJ45 10/100 Mbps Max. output power: 28 dBm modulation: DSSS, OFDM NAND: 8MB operating mode: AP, Client, WDS Operating temperature: -20~70C
OS: AirOS output for an external antenna: reef. SMA male Power supply: 12 -24V, 1 A Processor: MIPS 400 MHz RAM: 32 MB Sensitivity: -95 (1 mbps), -72 (54 mbps) dBm Standards: 802.11g/n Transfer speed: 150 Mbps Weight: 0.1 kg There is no specification detail for this product yet. There is no box content information yet for this product. There are no reviews for this product yet. There are no
datasheets for this product yet. ×Sorry to cancelCSS error PicoStation M is ideal for applications that require long-range performance and a minimal installation footprint. It can be distributed either indoor or outdoor environments and can serve either as an AP or airMAX station. PicoStationM2-HP is one of the smallest outdoor 802.11g/n access points... and it's also one of the most powerful too! With up to
1,000 mW of output power, this ubiquitous omnidirectional router can provide up to 8 million square feet of wireless coverage. It can connect to 802.11g/n devices or, for maximum range and speed, to compatible Airmax11n devices. Installation couldn't be easier: connect only a single network patch cable to the weatherproof enclosure. The included Power-over-Ethernet injector combines power and data
on the same line. PicoStation2M-HP contains hardware for wall or pole mounting. Includes powerful and intuitive AirOS software Open customizable Pico firmware 32MB SDRAM &amp; 8MB flash memory 6dBi omni-directional antenna Leading industrial design Ubiquiti Networks™ set the bar for the world's smallest and most powerful Access Point (AP) with the original PicoStation™. PicoStationM2HP
brings the same concept to the future with integrated airMAX™ technology. PicoStationM2HP has speeds of up to 100 Mbps and a range performance of up to 500 m. It can be distributed in indoor or outdoor environments, so PicoStationM2HP is ideal for applications that require medium-range performance and minimal installation footprint. The high performance, small form factor and low cost of
PicoStationM2HP make it versatile and economical to distribute. Unlimited applications In addition to LSDK LSDK PicoStation comes with 32MB of RAM and 8MB Flash to encourage developers to customize Pico Firmware to create their own applications such as Hot-Zone deployments, mesh networks, and measurement applications. With powerful AirOS software and the Linux SDK, PicoStation delivers
standard with powerful and intuitive AirOS from Ubiquiti Networks. It is also supported by a Linux SDK to encourage open source development. Use airMAX technology Unlike the standard WiFi protocol, Ubiquiti's Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) protocol allows each client to send and receive data with predefined time slots scheduled by an intelligent AP controller. This time slot method eliminates
hidden node collisions and maximizes airtime efficiency. It provides many magnitudes of performance improvements in latency, throughput, and scalability compared to any other outdoor system in its class. Intelligent QoS - Priority given to voice/video seamless streaming. Scalability - High capacity and scalability. Long distance - Can high-speed links of carrier class. Up to 100 airMAX stations can be
connected to an airMAX sector; four airMAX stations are displayed to illustrate the general concept of PicoStation™M can be deployed as an access point or station in applications that require minimal installation footprint. PicoStation™M delivers up to 100 mbps of real TCP/IP throughput. The robust, weatherproof case withstands harsh outdoor conditions. Proven in millions of deployments worldwide,
Advanced Software Technology Ubiquiti's airMAX technology showcases outstanding performance in outdoor environments. The TDMA airMAX protocol enables unparalleled scalability, high throughput, and low latency on unlicensed multi-point networks. Medium-range performance PicoStation™M provides 360° coverage with a range of up to 500 m – suitable for medium-range deployment. Software to
easily manage devices and reach customers AirOS is an intuitive, versatile and well-developed Ubiquiti firmware technology found on Ubiquiti Station products. It is exceptionally intuitive and was designed not to require any training to work. Behind the user interface is a powerful firmware architecture that enables high-performance multi-point outdoor networks. airOS Version 7 Sporting a brand new design
for improved usability, airOS v7 is the revolutionary operating system for Ubiquiti airMAX ac products. Powerful wireless features airMAX ac Protocol supports long-distance point-to-point (PtP) link mode selectable channel width PtP: 10/20/30/40/50/60/80 MHz PtMP: 10/2 0/30 /40 MHz Automatic Channel Selection Transfer Power Control: Automatic/Manual Automatic Distance Selection (ACK Timing)
Strongest WPA2 Security Usability Improvements Dynamic Configuration Changes HTML5 Technology Optimization for Direct Input Validation for Mobile Devices Detailed Device Statistics Comprehensive Matrix of Diagnostic Tools, Including Ethernet Cable Test, RF Diagnostics and airView Spectrum Analyzer RF Analytics airMAX ac devices have a multi-radio architecture to power a revolutionary RF
analytics engine. An independent processor at PCBA operates a second, dedicated radio, which constantly analyzes the entire 5 GHz spectrum and each received symbol to give you the most advanced RF analysis in the industry. Data from spectrum analysis and RF performance monitoring are displayed on the Main tab and airView Spectrum Analyzer on airOS V7. Real-time reporting The main tab
displays the following RF information: Persistent RF Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) Constellation EvM Diagrams) Carrier to Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (CINR) signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) draws persistent RF EVM Constellation Diagram, CINR Histogram and SNR Time Series airMAX ac devices have an additional dedicated radio that constantly analyzes the entire 5 GHz spectrum and each received
symbol to give operators the most advanced RF analysis in the industry. Constellation Diagrams and CINR Histograms SNR Time Series Plots airOS Integrated Technologies airMAX – Provides superior wireless performance, more clients per access point (AP) and lower latency. Unlike the standard WiFi protocol, Ubiquiti's Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) protocol allows each client to send &amp;
receive data with predefined time slots scheduled by an intelligent AP controller. This time slot method eliminates hidden node collisions &amp; maximizes airtime efficiency. It provides many magnitudes of performance improvements in latency, throughput, and scalability. Wireless Modes Access Point Station/Client AP-Repeater Wireless Network Configuration AirMAX Mode AirSelect Mode Long Range
PtP Link Mode Mixed IEEE 802.11 Mode (A/N or B/G/N) WDS (Transparent Bridge Mode) Selectable Channel Width: 2/3/5/8/1 0/20/25/30/40 MHz Automatic Channel Selection Channel Switching Transfer Power Control: Automatic/Manual Automatic Distance Selection (ACK Timing) SSID Broadcast Disable Wireless Access Control List Wireless Security: WEP/WPA/WPA2 Wireless Client Isolation
Adjustable Aggregation Frames/Bytes WMM Network Configuration Administrator/Read-Only Access Point: Latitude and Longitude Signal LED Indication Level Management WEB/SSH/Telnet Access Block Management Access Dynamic DNS NTP Client Ping Watchdog SNMP v1 Support SystemLog: Local/Remote Full Statistical Performance Reporting Network Modes Transparent Layer 2 Bridge Router
SOHO Router Management Automatic control of airOS updates Configuration Test Mode FirmwareRecover via TFTP Factory Default Configuration Management Recovery : Backup/Recovery Network Configuration Simple/Advanced Configuration Mode Multiple VLAN Supports Multiple Bridge Support DHCP Server/Client/Forwarding DNS Proxy Adjustable MTU PPPoE Client IP AliasEs : Auto/Static
Fallback IP Support: DHCP/PPPoE MAC Address Cloning Port Forwarding (NAPT) Masquerading (NAT) Routing Static Multicast Routing Firewall: Layer 2/IPv4/IP-P2P Traffic Shaping: DMZ UPnP Spectrum Analyzer of Ubiquiti Network signatures and plan your networks to minimize noise disturbances. airView performs the following functions: Constantly monitors environmental noise Collecting energy
data points in real-time spectral views Helps optimize channel selection, network design, and wireless performance airView runs in the background without disabling the wireless link, so there is no interference on the network. In airView, there are three spectral views, each representing different data. Waterfall Aggregate Energy Collected for Each Frequency Waveform Aggregate Energy Collected Ambient
Noise Level Background Noise Energy Is Displayed as a Function of Frequency Available with a Firmware Upgrade to AirOS v7.1, airView provides powerful spectrum analyzer functionality, eliminating the need to rent or purchase additional equipment to conduct site surveys. Waterfall Chart This time-based chart shows the aggregated energy collected since the start of an AirView session, over time for
each frequency. The energy in dBm is displayed over the frequency range and a line is inserted into this chart every few seconds. It is important to note that the color of the energy denotes its amplitude. The darker colors (Blues and darker shades) mean very low to low energy levels at that frequency container, while increasingly bright colors (i.e. green, yellow, orange and finally red) indicate ever higher
energy levels at the specific frequency container. Waterfall View's legend (upper-right corner) provides a numeric guide that associates the different colors with effect levels (dBm). The low end of that explanation (left) is always adjusted with the calculated noise floor, and the high end (right) is set to the highest detected power level since the start of the session. Channel usage diagram This chart is ideal for
determining the best channel for setting up a WiFi network for optimal performance. In the diagram, each 2.4 GHz WiFi channel is represented by a bar that shows a percentage representing the relative congestion of the specific channel. This percentage is calculated by analyzing both the popularity and strength of RF energy in that channel since the start of an AirView session. An installer can use this
view to optimize a network installation by avoiding widely used channels and setting up new AP's on channels that show the least usage. Waveform Chart This chart shows the aggregated energy collected since the start of an AirView session. The energy in dBm is displayed over the frequency range. A blue color will mean that energy with a certain strength and frequency will appear in the air with a
relatively low incidence, while increasingly bright colors (i.e. green, yellow, orange and finally red) indicate energy that occurs at a certain power/frequency with a higher incidence. The spectral view over time will essentially show the steady-state RF energy signature for a particular environment. An installer can: this view to a network installation by avoiding widely used channels and setting up new AP's on
channels that show the least usage. Real-time chart This chart shows a traditional spectrum analyzer where energy (in dBm) is displayed in real time as a function of the frequency. There are three tracks in this view: Max Hold, this trace updates and keeps maximum power levels above frequency since the start of an AirView session. On average, this tracking shows the running average energy above the
frequency. In real time, this track shows the real-time energy that the AirView device sees as a function of the frequency. Centrally Manage 1000s of Ubiquiti Devices AirControl is a powerful and intuitive web-based server network management software that enables operators to centrally manage entire networks of Ubiqutii devices. Network Map - View access points and stations on a Google Road, Terrain,
or Satellite Image Map to facilitate installation planning. Export to KML. Monitor device status - View the status, information, and statistics of devices managed by AirControl on customizable and easy-to-read graphs. Firmware bulk upgrade - Upgrade individual devices or groups of devices with wireless association dependency synchronization. Web interface access - Access the AirControl user interface
through a web browser (HTTP or HTTPS). No installation is required on the client. Manage groups of devices — user-defined, dynamic, and automatic device groups provide easy navigation and device management. Task Scheduling - Schedule tasks such as firmware update, restart, IP interval search, device configuration backup, ping monitoring, and custom command execution. Scale your business
powerfully with airCRM, a series of WISP programs to help you manage your business. For information about signing up for the public beta, see: aircrm.ubnt.com Provision, monitor, and manage all devices from a central interface. Enjoy faster deployments, healthier networks, and faster customer service response times. Use airCRM Control to perform the following tasks: Upgrade firmware Manage
passwords Monitor and analyze network traffic Manage devices A streamlined billing and customer management solution provides automated billing, reminders, and credit card processing with Authorize.Net. Use airCRM Billing to perform the following tasks: Create invoices Manage accounts Enable a customer portal Generate detailed reports Protect your networks from the most brutal environments with
Ubiquiti's industrialgrade shielded Ethernet cable, TOUGHCable. Increase performance – Dramatically improve your Ethernet link states, speeds, and overall performance with Ubiquiti TOUGHCables. Extreme Weatherproof - TOUGHCables has been built to work even in the harshest weather and environments. ESD Damage Protection - Protect your from devastating electrostatic discharge attacks (ESD).
Extended cable support - TOUGHCables has been developed to have increased power management performance for extended cable run lengths. Bulletproof your networks currently available in two versions: PRO Shielding Protection and CARRIER Shielding Protection. TOUGHCable PRO is a category 5e, outdoor shielded cable with an integrated ESD drain cable. TOUGHCable CARRIER is a category
6, outdoor shielded cable with carrier class that has an integrated ESD drainage cable, anti-stalk divider and secondary shielding. It is rated to provide optimal performance on Gigabit Ethernet networks. Additional information: 24 AWG copper wire pairs 26 AWG integrated ESD sewer line to prevent ESD attacks and damage PE outdoor rated, WeatherProof Jacket Multilayer Shielding Available in lengths of
304.8m TOUGHCable connectors Specially designed for use with Ubiquiti TOUGHCable, TOUGHCable Connectors protect against ESD attacks and Ethernet hardware damage, while enabling fast field distribution without soldering. The standard TOUGHCable connectors are available in a box of 100, while the TC-GND versions contain earth wires and are available in a box of 20. ESD attacks are the
main cause of device failures. The diagram below illustrates the areas that are vulnerable to ESD attacks on a network. By using an earthed Ubiquiti Power over Ethernet adapter (PoE) with Ubiquiti TOUGHCable and TOUGHCable connectors, you can effectively protect against ESD attacks. Advanced Gigabit PoE Managed Switch Introduces advanced power over Ethernet Controllers, TOUGHSwitch™
PoE from Ubiquiti Networks. TOUGHSwitch PoE delivers reliable passive PoE and fast 10/100/1000 Mbps connectivity to connected Ubiquiti devices and other devices that support passive PoE. To connect your PoE devices, simply enable PoE in the easy-to-use TOUGHSwitch Confi guration Interface. Each port can be conferned individually to provide PoE, allowing both PoE and non-PoE devices to be
connected. Simplifying your deployment TOUGHSwitch PoE enables network architects to design cleaner, less cluttered deployments. For example, if you integrate a TOUGHSwitch PoE PRO, you can eliminate the need for the following: 8 PoE adapters 8 power cords 8 power outlets 8 Ethernet patch cables TOUGHSwitch PoE deployments increase efficiency and significantly reduce potential failure
points – resulting in faster installations and less maintenance and troubleshooting. Troubleshooting.
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